Specifications & Features

Safety: Cushions: more durable than molded foam, reinforced industrial weight benches, large 1” foam seat, polyurethane coated, slip-resistant seat/chest pad.

Premium Weight Stacks: 720 lbs standard, 280 lbs. available. Machined cast iron, powder coated, polyurethane coated seat, feature seat back option.


Ball Bearings: For unsurpassed smoothness of operation, ball bearings are used extensively throughout the Vector™ machine for example, the VX-28 contains 71 ball bearings! Ball bearings provide smooth, quiet operation after many years of heavy use.

Frame: Heavy duty welded steel construction. Quality powder coated for durability.

Frame Colors Available: All Vector™ VX machines available in White, Black, Stirling Silver and Classic Pewter.

Upholstery Colors: Black and Grey standard. Available Options (optional) shown or as two separate exercises available in: White, Black, Sterling Silver and Classic Pewter.

The Trademark Column of Distinction

Over the years, the Vector™ columns have become the standard of not only excellence in function, but also in form. The elegant appearance of all Vector™ gyms adds to the tasteful environment of your exercise room and your assurance of Vector™ quality.

United States: 10-year warranty (5 years in home use, 10 years in commercial use) on 50 lb. press arm, 3-year cable, upholstery and bearings, 10-year warranty on commercial use. See manual for details.

Inquire about other color options.

Vector™ Dumbbell Bar (not shown), for strength training (optional).

Seamless Cushions: more durable than molded foam, reinforced industrial weight benches, large 1” foam seat, polyurethane coated, slip-resistant seat/chest pad.

Upholstery Colors: Black and Grey standard. Available Options (optional) shown or as two separate exercises available in: White, Black, Sterling Silver and Classic Pewter.

Frame: Heavy duty welded steel construction.

Frame Colors Available: All Vector™ VX machines available in White, Black, Stirling Silver and Classic Pewter.

Upholstery Colors: Black and Grey standard. Available Options (optional) shown or as two separate exercises available in: White, Black, Sterling Silver and Classic Pewter.

The Trademark Column of Distinction

Over the years, the Vector™ columns have become the standard of not only excellence in function, but also in form. The elegant appearance of all Vector™ gyms adds to the tasteful environment of your exercise room and your assurance of Vector™ quality.

United States: 10-year warranty (5 years in home use, 10 years in commercial use) on 50 lb. press arm, 3-year cable, upholstery and bearings, 10-year warranty on commercial use. See manual for details.

Inquire about other color options.
In 1987 Vectra introduced its first single-stack weight machine, the On-Line 1500, which revolutionized the industry with features such as the patented “no cable change” “On-Line” system. That, along with other patented technologies in that gym established Vectra as the industry leader, and we have remained at the pinnacle for all these years. Our emphasis upon innovation, attention to detail and making biomechanics the highest priority has earned Vectra unrivaled respect from those in the strength training field. The VX Series is the embodiment of nearly 20 years of development. As you examine it in detail you will agree. Vectra has raised the bar again.

**PRESS ARM EXERCISES**

- Shoulder Press
- Lat Pull
- Butterfli

**HIGH & LOW PULLEY EXERCISES**

- Standing Calf
- Inner Thigh Pull
- Leg Extension
- Bent Over Lateral
- Butterfly

**LEG/ROW/MID PULLEY EXERCISES**

- Side Lateral
- Standing Calf
- Leg Extension

**AREA A**

- Shoulder Press
- Lat Pull
- Butterfly

**AREA B**

- Incline Press
- Shoulder Shrugs
- Decline Press

**AREA C**

- Single Arm Press Down
- Bi-Press Calf
- Pull Down Bar
- Inner Thigh Pull
- Leg Curl

**AREA D**

- Bi-Press
- Calf Press
- Leg Press
- Inner Thigh Pull
- Triceps Press Down

**VX-11 EXERCISES**

Durable 5-leaf spring-loaded seat back is 12-position, and a new backrest adjustment lever and dualadjustable footplate allow you to personalize leg extension exercises. The comfortable textured foot plate and armrests ensure you are able to use a comfortable and effective range of motion setting to match your flexibility. While you are in the exercise position, each arm adjusts separately, making changes for a great number of quality strength training exercises. While you are in the exercise position, each arm adjusts separately, making changes for a great number of quality strength training exercises.

**VX-18 & VX-38 EXERCISES**

The multi-position 8-ball bearing, 21-position, 9 fine increment, pre-stretch settings per arm (patent # 5,378,216). This system is designed to make changes extremely quick and easy.

**VX-48 & VX-28 EXERCISES**

The Parallelogram Pivot System 2-ball bearings, with 8 ball bearings. The Series VX paralllelogram pivot system is designed to make changes extremely quick and easy.

**VX-18 & VX-38 EXERCISES**

The multi-position 8-ball bearing, 21-position, 9 fine increment, pre-stretch settings per arm (patent # 5,378,216). This system is designed to make changes extremely quick and easy.

**AREA A EXERCISES**

- Shoulder Press
- Lat Pull
- Butterfly

**AREA B EXERCISES**

- Standing Calf
- Inner Thigh Pull
- Leg Extension

**AREA C EXERCISES**

- Single Arm Press Down
- Bi-Press Calf
- Pull Down Bar
- Inner Thigh Pull
- Leg Curl

**AREA D EXERCISES**

- Bi-Press
- Calf Press
- Leg Press
- Inner Thigh Pull
- Triceps Press Down

**VX-11 EXERCISES**

Durable 5-leaf spring-loaded seat back is 12-position, and a new backrest adjustment lever and dualadjustable footplate allow you to personalize leg extension exercises. The comfortable textured foot plate and armrests ensure you are able to use a comfortable and effective range of motion setting to match your flexibility. While you are in the exercise position, each arm adjusts separately, making changes for a great number of quality strength training exercises. While you are in the exercise position, each arm adjusts separately, making changes for a great number of quality strength training exercises.

**VX-18 & VX-38 EXERCISES**

The multi-position 8-ball bearing, 21-position, 9 fine increment, pre-stretch settings per arm (patent # 5,378,216). This system is designed to make changes extremely quick and easy.

**VX-48 & VX-28 EXERCISES**

The Parallelogram Pivot System 2-ball bearings, with 8 ball bearings. The Series VX paralllelogram pivot system is designed to make changes extremely quick and easy.

**AREA A EXERCISES**

- Shoulder Press
- Lat Pull
- Butterfly

**AREA B EXERCISES**

- Standing Calf
- Inner Thigh Pull
- Leg Extension

**AREA C EXERCISES**

- Single Arm Press Down
- Bi-Press Calf
- Pull Down Bar
- Inner Thigh Pull
- Leg Curl

**AREA D EXERCISES**

- Bi-Press
- Calf Press
- Leg Press
- Inner Thigh Pull
- Triceps Press Down